YOKE HORIZONTAL VX 12

Horizontal Yoke Accessory Bracket for VX 12, VX 12HP, VX 12Q and VXP 12 Loudspeakers

- The YOKE HORIZONTAL VX 12 accessory bracket provides tilt rotation in the long axis of VX 12, VX 12HP, VX 12Q and VXP 12 loudspeakers for accurate audience coverage, and boasts a safety factor of 10:1 for unparalleled installation security. Protected by a hard wearing semi matt black powder coat finish, the YOKE HORIZONTAL VX 12 easily fits into any environment and ensures a lifetime of exceptional performance.

You Are Covered

We always strive to provide the best possible Customer Experience. Our products are made in our own MUSIC Tribe factory using state-of-the-art automation, enhanced production workflows and quality assurance labs with the most sophisticated test equipment available in the world. As a result, we have one of the lowest product failure rates in the industry, and we confidently back it up with a generous Warranty program.

*Warranty details can be found at musictri.be.
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